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light absorption has attracted consider-
able attention for its promising applica-
tions in areas such as thermal emission,[2] 
sensing,[3,4] and spectroscopy.[5] To achieve 
high absorption, the majority of metasur-
face-based absorbers are designed with 
a metallic ground layer and an upper 
metallic resonator array separated by a 
dielectric spacer.[6–8] The metallic ground 
layer is employed not only to block the 
transmission channel but also to interact 
with the upper metallic resonators to 
generate strong electric and magnetic 
resonances.

For most metasurface absorbers, the 
working bands are fixed after design 
and fabrication, which are unsuitable for 
scenes requiring tunable frequencies.[9,10] 
To meet the tunable requirements, 
phase-change materials, like Ge2Sb2Te5 
(GST), are widely applied as a modu-
lation medium in the design of meta-
surfaces. GST can be switched between 
amorphous and crystalline phases with 
different optical properties under appro-
priate optical,[11] electrical,[12,13] or external-

heating[14] stimuli. Optically triggered phase transition can 
occur in nanoseconds time scale and support a large number of 
rewriting cycles.[15,16] Once the phase change is accomplished, 
GST can maintain its phase state for years at room temperature. 
With these excellent properties, GST has drawn researchers’ 
interest in achieving tunable or switchable metasurfaces.[17–20] 
When GST is applied in the metasurface-based absorbers, the 
typical way is to use the GST layer as a modulation layer sand-
wiched between a metallic ground layer and upper patterned 
metallic resonators.[21–23] Another way is that GST micro-
structures are directly employed as resonators, such as some 
thermal emitters characterized by absorption.[24,25] For the 
former, the structural size of the upper metallic resonators is 
usually required to be subwavelength, nanofabrication methods 
including electron beam lithography (EBL) and focused ion 
beam (FIB) are commonly used. These methods generally 
suffer from high-cost, low-throughput, and small processing 
area, which restricts practical applications of metasurface-based 
absorbers. Efforts were also made by researchers to achieve 
large-area phase-change absorbers, such as using an anodic 
aluminum oxide (AAO) nanomask for depositing Al nanopar-
ticles,[26] whereas the flexibility of this kind of method is gener-
ally limited. For the studies of thermal emitters that directly uti-
lize GST microstructures as resonators, the fabrication of the 
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1. Introduction

Metasurface is a planar form of metamaterial that consists of 
a series of elaborately designed sub-wavelength structures.[1] 
As one of the achievable functions of metasurfaces, high 
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GST resonators is usually performed by a relatively complicated 
photolithographic method.

Ultrafast laser ablation has been widely used as a low-cost 
and flexible method for achieving large-area nanostructured 
surface,[27] which can also be used for locally inducing the phase 
change of GST.[28] It is interesting to find that the amorphous 
and laser-induced crystallized phases of GST demonstrate dif-
ferent etching rates under specific etchants, which makes the 
micro/nanostructures on GST achievable by combining local-
ized laser-induced phase change and subsequent wet etching 
process.[29–33] This mask-free laser surface structuring tech-
nique is potential for large-area nanopatterning of phase-
change metasurface at low cost. More systematic processing 
optimization and thorough designs need to be done to bring 
this fabrication technique into realization of a useful large-area 
functional device.

In this work, we report the design, fabrication, and charac-
terization of large-area, multiband and tunable phase-change 
metasurface absorbers by exploiting the method of combining 
laser localized ablation and subsequent etching. Nanostruc-
tured GST film is introduced to act as resonators, and a gold 
ground layer is utilized to block the transmission channel, 
thus this kind of structure can achieve high absorption. The 
relationship between the laser fluence and the morphology of 

achievable structures has been thoroughly studied. Disk and 
ring structures of GST with varied feature sizes and periods are 
fabricated by tuning separate Gaussian-distributed pulse laser 
irradiation and subsequent etching conditions. It is noted that 
the ring structures that are generally difficult to make can be 
easily fabricated with tunable feature sizes by this method. As a 
demonstration, we utilize crystallized GST rings as the resonant 
units in a large area (3 × 3 cm2) and successfully achieve tun-
able multiband meta-absorbers in the mid-infrared spectrum. 
The varied sizes of rings empower the ring-based absorbers to 
achieve both dual-band and tri-band mid-infrared absorption. 
Additionally, by exploiting the amorphous-to-crystalline phase 
transition of the GST modulation layer, the absorption peaks of 
the GST-based absorber can achieve a pronounced redshift up 
to 700 nm.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Construction and Fabrication of the Absorber

The metasurface absorber is designed with crystalline GST 
resonator arrays embedded inside an amorphous GST film as 
shown in Figure  1a by considering the characteristics of the 
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Figure 1. a) Schematic of the design and fabrication approach for the metasurface-based absorber. b) Mechanisms of the two-step metasurface fab-
rication method including laser modification and subsequent etching for achieving different structures. c) SEM image of the typical ring structures 
corresponding to laser fluence of 799.6 mJ cm−2. The scanning speed and scanning interval are 25 mm s−1 and 2.5 µm, respectively. d) A highly uniform 
and large-area (3 × 3 cm2) ring-nanostructured sample. The laser fluence, scanning speed, and scanning interval are 1142.0 mJ cm−2, 25 mm s−1, and 
2.5 µm, respectively. The ring sizes are about 824.0 nm of outer radius, 405.5 nm of inner radius, and 154.8 nm of height. The color variation is due 
to the optical diffraction.
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laser fabrication method. The crystalline GST structure array 
provides electric and magnetic resonances and the amor-
phous GST layer can be switched to the crystalline phase 
acting as a modulation layer. 50-nm thick SiO2 spacer layer 
and 70-nm thick gold mirror are sandwiched between the 
GST layer and a fused silica substrate. In addition, a 5-nm 
thick Cr film is deposited under Au film as the adhesion layer 
(see the “Experimental Section”). Here, we utilize two pro-
cessing steps to fabricate structure arrays for our metasurface 
absorbers. Firstly, the amorphous GST was locally crystallized 
with or without ablation by tuning laser fluences. Secondly, 
structures were generated via a subsequent etching process 
by exploiting the different etching rates of the crystalline and 
amorphous GSTs.

Figure 1b illustrates the fabrication mechanism of different 
structures during the two-step fabrication process. When the 
laser fluence lies between the crystallization threshold (Tc) 
and ablation threshold (Ta) of GST, a crystalline spot can be 
formed on the surface of GST sample. While if the peak flu-
ence is higher than the ablation threshold, an ablation crater 
smaller than the diffraction limit can be formed with crystal-
lized surroundings. Since the crystalline and amorphous GSTs 
have different etching rates in alkaline etchant [25 wt% Tetra-
methylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) solution], disk structure 
and ring structure can be formed with different laser fluences 
after etching. Analogous properties are also found in other 
phase-change materials like silicon.[34] A scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) image of a typical ring structure is shown 
in Figure  1c, and fabrication of hybrid structures composed 
of disks and rings is also depicted in Figure S1 showing the 
flexibility of this manufacturing method. The period of the 
depicted units of 2.5 µm depends on the relationship between 
the laser scanning speed and pulse repetition frequency and 
it is chosen according to the simulation results in Figure S2. 
The heights of disk and ring structures can be tuned by con-
trolling etching time and limited by the modification depth 
and different etching resistance between crystalline and amor-
phous states of GST. After the etching process, the amorphous 
GST layer reduces to about 90  nm which is estimated by the 
etching rate of crystallized GST and the measured height of 
the structures (see details in Experimental Section). Figure 1d 
shows an overall morphology of the fabricated sample with 
a large size (about 3 × 3 cm2) demonstrating homogeneity of 
the sample. The size of fabrication area is also able to scale up 
to a larger wafer size and does not suffer from the stitching 
problem which usually appears when preparing large-area sub-
wavelength structures by deep ultraviolet (DUV)  photolithog-
raphy due to the limited exposure area. There are over 108 units 
in total and the processing speed is 10 000 units per second 
with a repetition frequency of 10 kHz and a scanning speed of 
25 mm s−1 in our experiments. The fabrication efficiency only 
depends on the achievable scanning speed for separate pulse 
laser irradiation if a high-enough laser repetition frequency 
is used without considering the acceleration time. Besides 
disk and ring structures fabricated by the Gaussian beam, it 
is possible to expand the diversity of the achievable structures 
through a beam shaping method, whereas, how to achieve the 
sub-wavelength structural resolution by spatially shaped beams 
is still an open question.

2.2. Effect of Laser Fluence on the Morphology and Size 
of GST Structures

To investigate the effect of laser fluence on the morphology 
and size of GST structures, experiments were performed 
with gradually increased laser fluences with results as shown 
in Figure  2a. Disk structures are formed at lower laser flu-
ences, while ring structures generate at higher laser fluences 
with ablation in laser spot center. As indicated in Figure  2b, 
the radiuses (inner radiuses Rinner for ring structures) of 
GST structures are demonstrated as the function of laser flu-
ences, which enables the size of structure to be tunable. The 
outer radiuses of structures Router ranging from 251.2  nm 
to 932.5  nm, and inner radiuses of rings ranging from 
284.7  nm to 474.5  nm are available by tailoring the laser flu-
ences. SEM insets of selected typical structures are presented 
in Figure  2c–i, which clearly show the morphological evolu-
tion of the fabricated structures. Figure  2j,k further exhibit 
the cross-section profiles of typical patterns measured by 
atomic-force microscope (AFM). A smaller laser fluence cor-
responding to a lower crystallization degree generally results 
in a larger etching rate.[35] Thus, the Gaussian beam energy 
contributes to the parabolic-like cross-sectional profile of the 
disk structures (Figure  2j) and the sloping outer wall of the 
M-shaped cross-sectional ring structures (Figure 2k). Vertical 
sizes of ring structures can be characterized by two physical 
quantities, which are the height of the outer wall of rings 
and the depth of the middle position of rings, as indicated in 
Figure S3. In most cases of fabricated samples, the height and 
depth of ring are almost equal to each other, see S3 of Sup-
porting Information for a detailed description, so only height 
of ring is considered in the following discussions. It has to be 
mentioned that the achievable minimum feature sizes can be 
further reduced by employing a smaller laser spot through a 
laser with shorter wavelengths (like DUV laser direct writing) 
or an objective lens with higher NA.

2.3. Spectral Analysis and Absorption Mechanism

The experimental mid-infrared absorptivities of metasurfaces 
with planar and two different structured surfaces are com-
pared in Figure S4a with their simulation results presented in 
Figure S4b. The simulation was carried out by FDTD (Finite-
difference time-domain) method, in which the relative permit-
tivities of Au, SiO2 and Cr are obtained from Palik,[36] and the 
relative permittivity of GST refers to the literature[25,37] as listed 
in the Experimental Section. The disk and ring structures are 
ideally simplified as a hemi-ellipsoid and a perfect ring in simu-
lations, respectively, whose size parameters are set by referring 
to the measured morphology. The disk structure is simplified 
to a hemi-ellipsoid instead of a perfect disk because the hemi-
ellipsoid is closer to the measured morphology. The simulated 
results are in good agreement with the measured results, which 
verifies the effectiveness of the adopted simulation parameters. 
Besides, it can be seen that the absorption peak is very low for 
the unpatterned planar device compared with those structured 
devices with slightly improved single and largely improved dual 
absorption peaks corresponding to the disk and ring structures. 

Adv. Optical Mater. 2022, 2200939
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Thus, we choose ring structure as the unit of the absorber in 
the following research.

For the ring-type resonators, the absorption peaks can be 
tuned by changing the sizes of GST patterns. We fabricated a 
series of ring arrays with laser fluences varying from 970.8 mJ 
cm−2 to 1199.2 mJ cm−2. Figure  3a shows the experimentally 
measured absorptivities of the ring-based absorber with dif-
ferent laser fluences. With the increase of laser fluences, the 
first absorption peak gradually evolves into two peaks, thus the 
dual-band absorption becomes tri-band absorption, and red-
shifts of the last absorption peaks are observed in the measured 
spectra. The corresponding simulated spectra are demonstrated 
in Figure 3b. According to the results in section 2.2, the outer 
radius, inner radius, and height of the rings are simultaneously 
tuned in a certain range by varying the laser fluences. Therefore, 
we performed simulations with simultaneously changed mul-
tiple size parameters (Figure 3b) as well as changing these size 
parameters individually (Figure S5a–c). We set three groups of 
multiple size parameters, condition 1 (Router = 500 nm, Rinner = 
300  nm, H  = 100  nm), condition 2 (Router  = 600  nm, Rinner  = 
350 nm, H = 120 nm), and condition 3 (Router = 700 nm, Rinner = 
400 nm, H = 140 nm), respectively. It can be seen in Figure 3b 
that a redshift of the last absorption peak occurs and a dual-
band absorption becomes tri-band with the multiple parameter 
changes from condition 1 to condition 3, which are consistent 
with the measured spectra to some extent. The simulations 
for individual changes in size parameters were performed to 

provide trends in the effect of individual variables on absorp-
tion peaks. In Figure S5a, Router changes while fixing Rinner at 
300  nm and H at 130  nm, Rinner varies while Router is fixed at 
550 nm and H is 130 nm in Figure S5b, and H changes while 
setting Router at 600  nm and Rinner at 300  nm in Figure S5c.  
We show redshift, blueshift, and redshift of the last peak of 
absorption spectra with the individually increased size param-
eters of outer radius, inner radius, and height, respectively. The 
increase in outer diameter promotes less redshift of the last 
peak compared with the height, but it contributes more to the 
appearance of the three peaks. The ring-structured absorbers 
are also insensitive to polarization because the unit of struc-
ture arrays is center symmetric, which is proved by the results 
shown in Figure S6 of the Supporting Information.

To explain the mechanisms of the ring-structure-based 
absorber, we extracted the electric field distributions within 
various section planes at the absorption peaks for condition 1 
and condition 3 and presented them in Figure 4 and Figure 5, 
respectively. The typical dual-band and tri-band absorption 
peaks are marked as λa1, λa2, a1λ ′ , a2λ ′  and a3λ ′  as presented 
in Figure 3b. It can be seen from the |E| distributions of the 
XZ plane at y  = 0  µm in Figure  4d,i and Figure  5d,i,n that 
the electric fields mainly concentrate in the SiO2 layer, while 
they are relatively weak inside the ring structure, and even 
weaker inside the GST layer. This is because the permittivity 
(at 35∼45 and 15∼20) for the crystalline and amorphous GST 
is much larger than that (∼2.13) for the SiO2. As the electric 
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Figure 2. Morphological modulation of the GST unit structures by adjusting laser fluences. a) SEM images of a GST sample after laser irradiation 
with fluences linearly changed from 58.4 mJ cm−2 to 1998.8 mJ cm−2. b) Effects of laser fluence on the size and morphology of GST structures. The 
insets (c)−(i) present the morphological evolution of GST nanostructure after laser irradiation of increased fluences and the etching process. Scale 
bars are 1 µm. j,k) AFM cross-section profiles of the disk and ring structures fabricated at laser fluences of 199.6 mJ cm−2 and 1200.5 mJ cm−2, 
respectively.
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displacement perpendicular to the interface is continuous, 
the electric field inside SiO2 is much larger than that inside 
the GST layer. As a result, the surface plasmon polaritons 
(SPPs) excited at the SiO2-Au interface form a standing wave, 
a mode with electric field distributions quite similar to that 
observed in metal-dielectric-metal nanocavities in patch 
antennas.[38]

For the resonant mode at λa1 under condition 1, it can be 
seen that the electrical fields underneath the ring form a mag-
netic dipole inside the SiO2 layer (Figure  4a,d), similar to the 
(1,1) mode formed in a circular patch nanoantenna.[39,40] In 
contrast, an electric quadrupole mode is excited in the ring 
(Figure 4c,e). For the resonant mode at λa2, we can see from the 
electric fields distribution that the standing waves are formed 
with similar multiple antinodes inside both the SiO2 layer and 
the ring structure layer (Figure 4f–h,j), indicating the excitation 
of a lattice mode. Like the case at λa1, the electric fields under-
neath the ring structure form a magnetic dipole mode inside 
the SiO2 layer (Figure 4f,i).

When the ring sizes (including the outer radius, inner radius, 
width of the ring and height) become larger, three absorption 
peaks appear, namely a1λ ′ , a2λ ′  and a3λ ′ . For the absorption peak 
of a1λ ′ , the electric field distributions (Figure 5a–e) are the same 
as those at λa1 under condition 1 (Figure  4a–e), indicating the 
same resonant mode for these two absorption peaks. While 
for the absorption peak of a2λ ′  (Figure  5f–j), the electric field 
distributions are quite different from those under condition 1, 
forming a multipole mode similar to the (1,2) mode in a cir-
cular patch nanoantenna,[39,40] Further, we can see antinodes at 
similar positions in both the SiO2 and the ring structure layers, 
indicating the excitation of lattice mode. For the third absorp-
tion peak of a3λ ′  (Figure 5k–o), it can be seen that a magnetic 

dipole excited in the SiO2 layer coupled with a lattice mode in 
both the SiO2 and the ring structure layers.

Given the achievable phase-change property of GST mate-
rial, we demonstrate the tunable ability of absorption spectra 
of the designed absorbers after phase transition from amor-
phous to crystalline of the remained GST layer. Since the 
phase transition happens when GST is heated above its crys-
tallization temperature of 160  °C, we employ a hotplate to 
trigger the crystallization transition by heating the sample at 
180  °C for 2 minutes.[41] As shown in Figure  6a, the absorp-
tion peaks undergo pronounced redshifts up to 700  nm after 
crystallization, while maintaining a high absorption in the 
mid-infrared region. To investigate the origin of this phe-
nomenon, simulations were performed with amorphous and 
crystalline states of GST layers. The results agree well with 
the experimental results as shown in Figure  6. This signifi-
cant modulation for the absorption wavelength is facilitated 
by the large difference in the refractive index of amorphous 
and crystalline GST.[42] The electric field distributions at the 
two absorption peaks for the crystalline GST layer in Figure 6b 
are presented in Figure S7. Similar to the case with amor-
phous GST layer, the electric fields concentrate inside the SiO2 
layer at the absorption peaks due to the excitation of surface 
plasmon waves at the SiO2-Au interface. For the absorption 
peak of λc1 (Figure S7a–e), the electric field distributions are 
similar to those at absorption peaks of λa1 (Figure  4a–e) and 

a1λ ′  (Figure 5a–e), indicating the same resonant mode for these 
absorption peaks. While for the second absorption peak of λc2, 
the magnetic dipole mode inside the SiO2 layer (Figure S7f,i) 
is coupled with a lattice mode in the ring layer, forming two 
linear antinodes in the X direction (Figure S7g,h,j). This reso-
nant mode is fundamentally different from that for the case of 
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Figure 3. a) Measured absorptivities of samples fabricated with varied laser fluences of 970.8 mJ cm−2, 1084.8 mJ cm−2, and 1199.2 mJ cm−2. b) Simu-
lated absorptivities for condition 1 (Router = 500 nm, Rinner = 300 nm, H = 100 nm), condition 2 (Router = 600 nm, Rinner = 350 nm, H = 120 nm), and 
condition 3 (Router = 700 nm, Rinner = 400 nm, H = 140 nm). The inset shows sketch of the ring unit cell. For the marks of λa1, λa2, a1λ ′ , a2λ ′  and a3λ ′ , “a” 
represents “amorphous GST layer”.
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the amorphous GST layer (λa2). It has to be mentioned that the 
crystalline GST can possibly switch back to amorphous state 
by melting and quenching at a cooling rate of 109–1010 K s−1 

which can be achieved by appropriate short-pulse laser or elec-
trical pulses treatments combined with a carefully thermally 
designed structure.[13,43]

Adv. Optical Mater. 2022, 2200939

Figure 4. Electric field distributions of different planes at absorption peaks of a−e) λa1 and f−j) λa2 in Figure 3b. (a,f) XY plane at z = −0.125 µm (inside 
the SiO2 layer), (b,g,c,h) XY plane at z = 0.05 µm (at half height of the small ring), (d,i) XZ plane at y = 0 µm, and (e,j) YZ plane at x = 0 µm.
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3. Conclusion

We develop a low-cost and high-efficient nanofabrication 
method by combining separate pulse laser ablation and sub-
sequent etching to fabricate ring structures over a wafer-
sized area. The fabrication efficiency linearly depends on the 

achievable scanning speed for separate pulse laser irradiation 
under a high-enough laser repetition frequency ensuring the 
high efficiency. Variation in structure type, size, and period 
can be achieved simply by adjusting the laser fluence and scan-
ning conditions. By exploiting the achievable nanostructures, 
a multiband phase-change metasurface absorber with tunable 

Adv. Optical Mater. 2022, 2200939

Figure 5. Electric field distributions of different planes at absorption peaks of a−e) a1λ ′ , f−j) a2λ ′  and k−o) a3λ ′  in Figure  3b. (a,f,k) XY plane at 
z = −0.125 µm (inside the SiO2 layer), (b,g,l,c,h,m) XY plane at z = 0.07 µm (at half height of the large ring), (d,i,n) XZ plane at y = 0 µm, and (e,j,o) 
YZ plane at x = 0 µm.
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bands in the mid-infrared wavelength is designed and manufac-
tured. The absorption peaks can be tuned by varying the sizes 
of structures, and a shift of the wavelength up to 700 nm can be 
achieved by the GST phase transition. The designed absorber 
can be used in applications where multispectral control of mid-
infrared signals is required, and the proposed manufacturing 
method is potential for mass production of the ring-structure-
based devices with low cost and high efficiency.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Fabrication: Fused silica substrates were ultrasonically 

cleaned with alcohol and isopropanol for 10 min, respectively. Then 
5 nm of chromium (Cr) and 70 nm of gold (Au) are evaporated onto the 
substrate by electron-beam evaporation (HHV, TF500). After that, 50 nm 
thick SiO2 film and 250 nm of GST film were deposited on top of the Au 
layer by magnetron sputtering (KYKY, 500CK-500ZF).

For the laser direct writing processes, a femtosecond laser system 
(Spectra-Physics) provided a Gaussian light spot with a 300 fs pulse 
width and 520 nm central wavelength. The repetition rate of laser pulses 
was set to be 10  kHz. The laser beam was focused by a 0.75 NA, 40× 
objective lens with a beam waist radius of 1.1 µm, and a high-precision 
moving stage with the step resolution of 10  nm in both x- and y-axis 
was employed to control the movement of the sample. The applied 
laser fluence ranged from 58.4 to 1998.8 mJ cm−2 for disk and ring 
nanostructure fabrication. The scanning speeds and scanning intervals 
of the experiment were 25 mm s−1 and 2.5 µm, respectively, which could 
also be altered to achieve different pattern periods.

An alkaline etchant [Tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) 
solution, 25 wt%] was used to etch the phase-changed GST to obtain 
disk and ring nanostructures. The etching time is 18 min at room 
temperature (25 °C) and the etching rate for crystalline and amorphous 
GST at this condition were about 1.1 and 8.9  nm min−1, respectively. 
The method for measuring the etching rate followed two steps: first, a 
crystallized GST area with an appropriate scale was fabricated by laser 
scanning with a certain laser fluence, and then the height difference was 
measured between the crystalline area and the blank substrate surface 
after etching by a stylus profilometer (Surfcom NEX 031), then the 
etching amount of crystallized area for a certain etching time could be 
obtained and the etching rate can be calculated.

The etched device is further annealed at 180  °C on a hotplate to 
implement a phase change for tunable absorption.

Simulation Method: Finite-difference time-domain simulations (FDTD, 
Lumerical) were carried out to calculate corresponding optical properties 
of the structure arrays in the mid-infrared spectral range as well as to 

reveal the physical absorption mechanism from the electromagnetic 
field distributions. In the simulation, the relative permittivities of Au, 
SiO2, and Cr were obtained from Palik.[36] The relative permittivities of 
amorphous GST and crystalline GST referred to the literature.[25,37] They 
could also be derived from the literature.[44–47] The periodic boundary 
conditions were applied in the x and y directions, and the perfectly 
matched layer (PML) boundary condition was set along the z-direction. 
The incident light was set to be a plane wave with a band from 2.0 to 
6.0 µm. It propagated along the z-direction with the polarization being 
along the x-direction.

Sample Characterization: Morphology of the structure arrays was 
measured by scanning electron microscope (SEM, Zeiss, Merlin) 
and atomic force microscope (AFM, Bruker, Dimension edge). Since 
the Au film was sufficiently thick, transmission could be neglected, 
the absorptivity of sample was derived by measuring the reflectivity. The 
reflectivities of absorber devices were measured by a Fourier transform 
infrared spectrometer (Bruker, Vertex 70) incorporated with an infrared 
microscope (Bruker, Hyperion 2000).
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Figure 6. a) Experimental and b) simulated results of absorption spectra of the absorber with amorphous GST layer and after crystallization. For the 
marks of λc1 and λc2, “c” represents “crystalline GST layer”.
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